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Welcome to Dublin Kobukai Iaido
It's wonderful that you've decided to take up Iaido, the Way of the Japanese Sword. It is our hope
that you will find it to be a deeply rewarding and enjoyable part of your life. That is also our sincere
hope that the things you learn in the dojo will benefit you in every aspect of your life.
Aside from learning the physical techniques of how to use the Japanese Sword, which is really
interesting in its own right and great physical exercise, there is also the cultural aspects of studying
the sword, allowing you to explore the history and philosophy in a unique way and providing you
with a unique toolset to deal with the stresses and delights of our daily life.
The dojo is often like a second family, with deep lifelong friendships forged through hard training,
the connection of combat and the shared passion and love of our arts.
Finally, we hope you make great new lifelong friends both in our dojo and in the wider global
community. As part of the European Kendo Federation and as part of the international Iaido
community we frequently attend foreign competition and seminars where each of us have made
remarkable friends with our fellow Iaidoka in Japan, the UK, US, Finland, German, Spain, Poland, the
Czech Republic, Slovakia, France, and many more countries besides. We invite you to be part of that
greater family.
In this manual, you'll find information and useful articles about how the students and teachers
conduct themselves, how classes, grading, and seminars are taught, and a glossary of the common
terms used in training and resources on where to learn more.
Before we get into the content of this manual however, a word of advice, buy a notebook and pens
and bring them with you each class. Iaido is detailed and deep art with many new terms, concepts
and ideas being thrown at you. It is always a good idea to keep a journal of your classes, writing
down new terms or names, points about a given technique or kata, a point of etiquette etc. To this
day, over a decade in I still fill several notebooks a year. There's a lot to learn and it helps to keep
track of it all. I recommend setting aside 10-30 minutes of an evening after each class to write down
anything new you would have learned or any points of particular focus or correction for home
practice.
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See what I did just there....sipped in another important teaching point - you are expected to practice
what you have been taught between classes. ;-)
Yours in Budo,
Dublin Kendo Kobukai Iaido
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Introduction to ZNKR Gata Iaido
From Kim Taylor’s “Kim’s Big Book of Iaido”
Iaido is the art of simultaneously drawing and cutting with the Katana. The Katana is the blade most
commonly identified as the Japanese sword. It is worn thrust through the belt on the left side so that
the edge is upward. Since this method of wearing the blade was not popular until shortly before the
start of the Tokugawa period (1603-1868), Iaido can be said to be about 400 years old.
Before 1600 the main sword was the Tachi which was
usually worn slung edge down from cords attached to
the belt, much in the same manner as western cavalry
blades.
These blades were light, long and meant to be used
one-handed from a horse. Although the art of quickly
drawing the Tachi must have been practiced in some
of the many sword schools that existed before the
Tokugawa era, it is rare today and is not commonly
associated with Iaido.
The earlier schools of the sword which included
techniques of drawing and cutting may have taught
methods for use with the Tachi. They would also have
dealt with the drawing of the tanto, a blade of less
than one foot in length; with the wakizashi (1 to 2
feet) which became paired with the katana (over 2
feet), and with the uchigatana which was a "third"
blade worn during the "warring states" period before the Edo period. This uchigatana was thrust
through the belt along with the tanto or the wakizashi and was the immediate forerunner of the
katana.

A Brief History of Modern Sword Practice
During the Meiji period (1867-1912) the arts of the sword suffered first a contraction and then an
expansion of practice. In the early years of the era, the budo were ignored or discouraged by the
government as the country sought to westernize. This culminated in the sword ban of 1876 which
symbolized the end of the samurai as a distinct class. The elimination of the privileges of the buke
(warriors) was one cause of the Satsuma rebellion (1877).
While it demonstrated the effectiveness of modern weapons and the new army against the old
methods, the rebellion did result in an increase in the study of the sword.
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In the new "classless" society the traditional sword arts became available to the general population.
This accessibility, together with the military success of Japan in the Chinese war of 1894-5, and the
Russian war of 1904-5 brought about a renewed governmental interest in budo as a method of
national character building. During this period the sword became associated with a rather rabid
nationalism, an association it was to carry through the Second World War. In 1911 Kendo was
introduced into the school system where it was taught until 1945. In 1939 Kendo became a required
course for boys.
From 1895 until 1945 the Dai Nippon Butokukai (Greater Japan Martial Virtues Association) had
overall responsibility for the arts of Kendo and Iaido. In 1945 this organization was disbanded by the
occupation forces and was replaced in 1947 by the Zen Nihon Kendo Renmei (All Japan Kendo
Federation). Iaido was attached to this new organization. In 1948 a parallel organization for Iaido
was formed, the Zen Nihon Iaido Renmei. The ZNIR, which does not include Kendo, has its own
standards and forms, separate from the ZNKR.
In 1953 Kendo was reinstated in the educational system as a sport form.

Father of Modern Swordsmanship
Throughout the transition period from the Meiji to the post World War II era, one man held a special
place. Nakayama Hakudo (Hiromichi 1869-1958) studied and taught throughout a career that
spanned from the time of the samurai to the atomic age.
Nakayama was born in Ishikawa Prefecture. As a young man he was invited to Tosa by Itagaki
Taisuke ( 1837-1919), one of the major figures in the Meiji Restoration, and the founder of the
Jiyuto, Japan's first modern political party. Nakayama studied the Omori Ryu, the Muraku Ryu and
the Muso Jikiden Eishin Ryu under Hosokawa (Gisho) Yoshimasa, the 15th headmaster of the
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Shimomura-ha Muso Jikiden Eishin Ryu. He also studied under Morimoto Hokushin of the
Tanimura-ha Muso Jikiden Eishin Ryu.
Nakayama Hakudo eventually became the 16th
headmaster of the Shimomura-ha.(Pictured Right).
Other instructors to Nakayama included Negishi
Shingoro of the Yamaguchi Itto Ryu and Terai
Ichitaro of the Shindo Munen Ryu. It was
Nakayama Hakudo, along with Oe Masamichi
(Shikei 18521927) and a few other instructors who
formulated the three levels of study for Muso
Jikiden Eishin Ryu Iai. In the early 1930s Nakayama
developed his own sword style which, in 1955 was
named the Muso Shinden Ryu. This is one of the
major Iaido styles of the present day.
Before WWII, Nakayama was an instructor to the
Imperial guard. While testing swords for the palace
guard it is said that he cut through the hips of a test
pig, using his own blade. The blade was made by
Minamoto no Yoshichika.
Nakayama was also an instructor to the Keishicho, the police academy.
Through the practice and teachings of Nakayama Hakudo and a few other dedicated swordsmen
such as Oe Masamichi, the art of the sword survived from the Tokugawa period to the present.
Modern students owe a great debt to these men.

History of the ZNKR Gata
Even before the Second World War, there was a feeling that the entire syllabus of a school such as
the Muso Jikiden Eishin Ryu was too much material for a student who simply wished to obtain a
better feel for the sword. This was especially true for a nonprofessional swordsman or one whose
main interest was Kendo. Some representative forms were selected from the Iai schools and used for
instructing Kendo students. One of the earlier examples was the Iai set of the Keishicho Ryu which
included one form from each of five different schools.
In 1947 the All Japan Kendo Federation became the world wide representative for the art of Kendo.
It is also the largest organization of Iaido. As the new sport style Kendo was developed, the
governing body of the ZNKR saw a need for the study of Iaido, and the opportunity it afforded to use
the katana.
In 1967 the Federation created a set of seven Iai waza to be studied by Kendo students.
These techniques were developed by instructors from several different Iaido Ryu. The chairman was
Oya Kazuo, Kendo Hanshi, hachidan and director of the ZNKR. The members, many of whom were
students of Nakayama Hakudo and Oe Masamichi were as follows:
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Masaoka Ichijitsu ( Kazumi), Hanshi, Kyu-dan Muso Jikiden;
Yamamoto Harusuke, Hanshi, Kyu-dan Muso Jikiden;
Yamatsuta Jukichi, Hanshi, Kyu-dan Muso Shinden Ryu;
Kamimoto Eiichi, Hanshi, Kyudan Muso Shinden;
Danzaki Tomoaki, Hanshi, Kyu-dan Muso Shinden;
Sawayama Shuzo, Kyoshi, Hachi-dan Hoki Ryu;
Muto Shuzo, Hanshi, Kyu-dan;
Yoshizawa Ikki, Hanshi, Kyu-dan;
Suetsugu Tomezo, Hanshi, Hachi-dan;
Ohmura Tadaji, Hanshi, Hachi-dan;
Nukada Hisashi, Hanshi, Hachi-dan.

The forms consist of three seiza, one Tate Hiza and three Tachi-ai kata. The set was named the SeiTei
Gata which means roughly "representative forms". We no longer call it that however and now
strictly refer to it as ZNKR Iai (Zen Ken Ren / All Japan Kendo Federation Iaido) It was introduced,
with the requirements for examination, in 1968. The set illustrates the five essential methods of
using the katana.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A horizontal cut on the draw.
A decisive cut from above.
Kesa giri, a diagonal cut.
Strikes and successive return strikes.
Thrusting with the tip.

In 1977 in response to criticism that the set did not represent the art completely, a new committee
was appointed. The members of this committee were:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Danzaki Tomoaki, Hanshi, Kyu-dan Muso Shinden Ryu;
Kamimoto Eiichi, Hanshi, Kyu-dan Muso Shinden Ryu;
Wada Itachiro, Hanshi, Hachi-dan Muso Shinden Ryu.
Hashimoto Masatake, Hanshi, Kyu-dan Muso Jikiden Ryu;
Mitani Yoshito, Hanshi, Hachi-dan Muso Jikiden Ryu;
Sawayama Shuzo, Hanshi, Hachi-dan Hoki Ryu;
Tsumaki Seirin, Hanshi, Hachi-dan Tamiya Ryu;

In 1980 three more tachi-ai waza were added to Sei Tei to enable it to more completely represent
the strikes and movements of Iaido. These are numbers 8 to 10.
Students from Iai Ryu under the ZNKR study these techniques as well as those of their own school. In
addition, all Kendo students are encouraged to learn the ZNKR Gata. The ZNKR also encourages
students to study one of the KoRyu as well as the Sei Tei set so that their understanding of Iai
becomes deeper.
The ZNKR Gata set is a bit different from the earlier sets of Iaido. It is based on a number of different
katas taken from several sources but it is not simply that. The katas were extensively modified and
the set is now a distinct entity on its own. Iaido, as practiced in the ZNKR kata is heavily influenced by
Kendo and the Kendo no Kata and it is treated as a separate art from its parent sources.
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The technical movements of ZNKR Gata Iaido include the most basic to some of the most complex in
Iai. Since this set is usually the first introduction to the art that a beginner will experience, some
confusion may arise as to just what Iaido is. It can seem that there is no consistency at all from one
kata to the next, movements seem to be made for no
reason except to confuse the student. Sometimes the
left hand goes to the belt, sometimes the koiguchi.
Sometimes the zanshin is jodan, sometimes hasso
gamae.
It must always be remembered that Sei Tei is a
"representative set" in the sense that it represents
the range of Iaido rather than the "essence". It was
originally intended (by Oe Masamichi and Nakayama
Hakudo) that a student should learn Omori Ryu first.
This set begins mainly from seiza and has a fairly
consistent way of moving. Using this set an instructor
can teach the basics of Iai quickly since what was
learned in the previous kata is applicable to the next.
This is not really the case in ZNKR Gata. The techniques come from several schools and several levels
of practice and of necessity the katas are dissimilar.
Because ZNKR is now used as the introductory set, its practice has been adjusted and it is performed
as a basic set. This means, for instance, that the noto is the most basic form, and that the
movements are all done with precision, and with no haste at all.
Those katas that derive from Oku Iai are not performed in an "Oku" fashion but in the basic fashion
of Omori ryu. In some ways, notably with Metsuke, ZNKR is now even more basic than Omori; or
perhaps Omori, now freed of it's introductory role, is becoming a slightly more advanced practice.
ZNKR gata is a young school of Iaido, as such it is still developing in the finer details of its execution.
The basic form is now quite stable but the intent and emotional shadings of the katas are still being
discussed at the higher levels of the ZNKR. This is a healthy aspect of an art that is alive and still
growing but it means that students must always make an effort to understand and practice the
subtle interpretations that are introduced each year.

Bibliography
●
●
●
●
●
●
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Summary of the Seitei Iai Kata
1. Mae (前). Front. Commencing from a kneeling position, forestalling a frontal attack.
2. Ushiro (後ろ). Rear. Commencing from a kneeling position, forestalling an attack from the
rear.
3. Ukenagashi (受け流し) Receive, Parry and Cut. Commencing from a kneeling position,
parrying an attack from the left.
4. Tsuka-ate (柄当て). Striking with the Hilt. Commencing from a raised knee, seated position,
forestalling two attackers, front and rear.
5. Kesagiri (袈裟切り). Diagonal Cut. Commencing from a standing position, forestalling an
approaching attacker.
6. Morote-zuki (諸手突き). Two-Hand Thrust. Commencing from a standing position,
forestalling three approaching attackers, two in front and one behind.
7. Sanpōgiri (三方切り). Three Direction Cut. Commencing from a standing position,
forestalling three approaching attackers, one each to the right, left and front.
8. Ganmen-ate (顔面当て). Hit to the Face. Commencing from a standing position, forestalling
two approaching attackers, front and rear.
9. Soete-zuki (添え手突き). Joined Hand Thrust. Commencing from a standing position,
forestalling an attack from the left.
10. Shihōgiri (四方切り). Four Direction Cutting. Commencing from a standing position,
forestalling four approaching attackers.
11. Sōgiri (総切り). Complete Cuts. Five different and complete cuts. Commencing from a
standing position.
12. Nukiuchi (抜き打ち). Sudden Draw. Avoid, then respond to an attack from the front.
Commencing from a standing position.
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Guidelines for Safe Training
The guidelines outlined below have been written to aid in developing safe training practices for all
dojo members. All dojo members have a duty of care to themselves and all other practitioners as
well as any visitors to the dojo.
The dojo is much more than just a hall that we train in. The dojo is the place where we forge our
spirit and our character, through rigorous physical conditioning, self-discipline and introspection. A
dojo has a unique culture all its own and it can take time to learn the proper procedures and rules.
It’s always good to ask questions, but please do so in a respectful manner, that does not hamper the
training of others. If you are unsure of any dojo etiquette or have safety related issues immediately
seek guidance from the instructor.

Behaviour
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

●

●

●

●
●

On entering or leaving the dojo, students must face the shinza and respectfully bow.
Absolutely no disrespect will be shown to any instructors or fellow students.
Students should follow the guidance and instructions of their senpai (seniors)
Respect your fellow students' experience in other arts. As well, do not expound upon your
experience to others during class, regardless of how it may relate to the techniques being
taught.
A student cannot leave class early without the permission of the instructor.
You are responsible for your behaviour as well as ensuring correct behaviour of anyone
junior to you in the dojo.
You should arrive with plenty of time before training. This allows you to properly prepare
your gear, warm up and participate in the class without disruption.
Students who arrive late should enter the dojo and wait to be invited to join the class by the
instructor.
A proper warm up is strongly recommended before training. This will usually be included in
the class but you should include your own warm up whilst waiting especially if you have any
specific needs not shared by the rest of the group.
If you have an injury or are feeling unwell it may be wisest not to train. If you still wish to
train, inform the instructor who can make allowances for your needs. The instructor may
refuse you permission to train if the injury is too serious.
Listen to the instructor intently to both maximise your learning and insure your safety. Your
safety is a primary part of all instruction given in the dojo. If you are unsure of any
instruction please ask politely for clarification.
Remain attentive and do not allow yourself to become distracted. Always check your
surroundings and ensure that you are cutting to a clear unobstructed area and are aware of
your training partners around you.
Metsuke (gaze) should always precede a cut, do not cut without first looking where you will
cut.
Never practice techniques or cuts behind or near a group receiving instruction. Their
attention is focused on the instructor and they may not notice you.
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Your dojo time is your training time, do not stand around idle in class. Practice the last thing
you were shown.
If you need to move around the dojo, always walk behind people at a safe distance with your
left hand holding the tsuba (sword guard).
Treat all training weapons as if they were shinken (live blades) and treat them with the same
respect.
Smoking, chewing gum or eating sweets/food is not permitted in the dojo. Water is
permitted, but not on the training floor.
Do not come to class when intoxicated. Do not consume any alcohol before class.
Do not misuse any equipment in the dojo.
Do not use profanity or abusive language in the dojo.
Use a quiet voice in the dojo (except when leading the count or directed otherwise).
Do not talk to someone who is not in class or who is just watching.
For more information on Dojo etiquette and culture see, "In the Dojo", by Dave Lowry,
Weatherhill, 2006.

Dress
●

●
●

●

●

●
●

Being prepared and properly attired is a key element in ensuring safe practice of iaido. Of
course beginners are not expected to have the full attire, but should wear comfortable loose
fitting clothing appropriate to training i.e. no studs, tassels, belts etc
Do not wear rings, earrings, necklaces, bracelets, anklets, nose/ear studs, watches, neck
chains, or any metallic articles during class. Wedding bands are okay.
Your iaido gi (training jacket) should be a good fit with sleeves that finish approximately
10cm above the wrist. Longer sleeves pose a safety risk as they can catch on the tsuka
(sword handle) during training.
Your hakama should be properly tied and secured with the four himo (straps). The koshi-ita
(back plate) should be connected to the obi (belt) with the hakama-dome (shoe horn shaped
tab). The front of the hakama should lightly touch the top of the feet while standing and
slope slightly upward towards the rear. If the hakama is the incorrect length or improperly
tied it may present a tripping hazard during training.
The use of tabi (footwear) is not normal in our style of iaido. However they should be worn
at training for health reasons, such as preventing the spread of infectious diseases including
athletes' feet.
No outdoor footwear should ever be worn on the training floor. This is highly disrespectful
and may introduce sharp objects such as dirt, stones or glass onto the training floor.
Before entering the dojo floor zori (traditional sandals) should be worn to keep feet clean
while walking from the changing rooms to the dojo floor. If wearing zori they must be
removed before entering the floor and placed neatly in the designated area. If there are a
large number of attendees these may present a tripping hazard if incorrectly placed.

Training equipment
Pre-practice safety checks should be carried out on all training weapons, both bokken/bokuto and
iaito.
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Safety checks for an iaito:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Check the mekugi (bamboo pegs) are fitted tightly.
Ensure all fixtures (in particular the seppa and tsuba) are tightly held together and there is
no rattle to the sword.
Ensure that there is a good fit between the koiguchi (mouth of the scabbard) and habaki
(metal collar). Otherwise the sword could fall from the scabbard as you lean forward.
Check for any splits in the saya (scabbard).
Check that the binding on the tsuka (handle) is tight
Iaito should be cleaned and oiled before use and bokuto should be checked for splinters.
Swords should be transported to and from training by wrapping them in a protective bag
and then placing them in a dedicated sword carrying case. Ideally this should be locked.

Dojo Environment
The dojo is a shared space and we all have the responsibility of ensuring a safe and welcoming
environment.
●
●
●
●
●

Swords should always be placed flat on the floor with the ha (cutting edge) facing towards
the wall.
Avoid placing your sword somewhere it is hard to see, such as under benches.
Do not step over other people’s swords; this is highly disrespectful and dangerous.
All unnecessary items, water bottles etc, should be removed from the training floor prior to
training commencing.
The floor should be cleaned and inspected for any dangerous objects or defects before the
start of every training session.
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FAQ
A Q & A for the Beginner
The Iaido FAQ is a list of general questions that may help you decide on whether Iaido is the right
discipline for you. The truth is Iai and Japanese Swordsmanship is NOT for everyone. It is a very hard
and intense discipline and will require a lifetime commitment for progress.
These are the questions I'll cover:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

What is Iaido?
Can I practise Iaido?
Where does Iaido come from?
How do you pronounce Iaido and what meaning has it?
What benefits can I expect from the study of Iaido?
How fit do I have to be to start Iaido training?
Am I too old to study Iaido?
Do you need equipment to start?
What do you wear?
How to Tie Your Obi Part 1
How to Tie Your Obi Part 2
How to Wear Your Hakama
How to Fold Your Hakama
Do you use real swords?
I bought a Japanese sword on EBay - can I use it for Iaido practice?
Is Iaido expensive?
Is there sparring in Iaido?
Is Iaido dangerous?
Are there any competitions?
What About Gradings?
Is there a Recommended Reading List?

Iaido FAQ 1. What is Iaido?
At its most basic level Iaido is the traditional Japanese martial art of drawing, cutting, and
re-sheathing a katana (a particular type of Japanese sword). However, many practitioners would say
that there is a deeper purpose to Iaido, one that strives to develop awareness, centeredness,
sincerity, a calm mind, and mental and physical harmony through the practice of traditional sword
techniques.
It is perhaps the martial art most closely associated with the samurai class and Japanese nobility. In
Dublin Kendo we offer training in ZNKR (All Japan Kendo Federation) Iai. This is a modern set of 12
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kata taken from various koryu (old schools) and standardised to provide everyone with an excellent
understanding of the basics of Japanese swordsmanship.
This allows students to grade and participate in competition internationally.
Our senior instructors are all deshi (students) or monkasei ( apprentices/disciples) of various lines of
Koryu, the old styles of Japanese martial arts used by the samurai dating back hundreds of years.
Unlike many other arts koryu has not developed a sporting element and remains true to its focus on
the development of mind, body, and spirit and practical techniques.
Training in specific koryu arts such as Shinto Muso Ryu, Suio-Ryu, Muso Jikiden Eishin Ryu, Hyoho
Niten Ichi Ryu, and Muso Shinden Ryu etc is only offered to those who show an aptitude and
dedication to general training and developed a proficiency in the kata and movements taught in the
setie Iai and jo classes.

Iaido FAQ 2. Can I practise Iaido?
Certainly. With that said, the decision to study Iaido is not one to be made lightly. Practising Iaido
requires a long term commitment. As one learns the fundamentals and develops an increasing
technical understanding the techniques themselves increase in difficulty and as such they demand a
longer period of time to learn. The subtle of even the simplest movements can take years to fully
understand and appreciate it. But with that commitment comes a great sense of achievement,
personal and technical development and a unique skill set and place in an unbroken martial
tradition.

Iaido FAQ 3. Where does Iaido come from?
Iaido originates from Japan. There are many different styles or “ryu” of Iaido practiced and these
developed as a result of different families and provinces, and of course different directions of
thought. Each of these in turn has their own lineage and pedigree. For more information about the
general progression of Iaido’s history check out this page (http://www.way-of-the-samurai.com/Iaido.html).

Iaido FAQ 4. How do you pronounce Iaido and what meaning has it?
It’s hard to write it’s pronunciation and is one of many questions best asked of an Iaido instructor in
person but to write it the best approximation would be ee-eye-do. As regards the meaning of Iaido,
there are a number of interpretations and translations available and it does not translate into English
at all easily. The word itself is comprised of 3 Japanese characters: i-ai-do.
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Roughly, “I” comes from Iru, to be; Ai (as in Aikido) means coming together, harmony, or love; and
Dō means road, or Way (in the Buddhist sense). Loosely translated then, Iaido means being in
harmony with one’s surroundings, always being prepared for any eventuality.

Iaido FAQ 5. What benefits can I expect from the study of Iaido?
Different people find different things in Iaido and that is perhaps one of the reasons for its
popularity. The theories and cultural context from which Iaido originated are long gone. No longer
do we walk around with 2 swords at a time when deadly personal combat was a daily possibility.
Many of the sensibilities from which these techniques were derived are alien to us in the present,
however the underlying principles upon which they were based are still deeply relevant today. In
fact, many find these principles are more important today given the nature of our society.
For some Iaido is an art where they get to practice a living breathing history, to be part of a
continued tradition and preserve an important piece of cultural history. Others enjoy more personal
benefits, in learning to develop a sense of calm while in the midst of stress. All participants
regardless of their personal motivations and benefits they derive from the study of Iaido all share in
the increased physical coordination and dexterity improved through training along with substantial
improvement in mental awareness, concentration and 'focus' and the lifelong friendships and
community - all forged through regular practice.
Many martial artists find Iaido captivating and complex enough to serve as their sole art, others find
it the perfect complement to their core system, but previous experience of martial arts is not
required to benefit.

Iaido FAQ 6. How fit do I have to be to start Iaido training?
Not that fit at all. At least not at the start. Iaido is not as aerobically challenging as many of the other
Japanese martial arts such as Kendo, Karate, Judo or Aikido and so can be practiced by young and old
alike. With that said however, many advanced students find the activity of training gruelling both
mentally and physically due to the great mental focus, deep stances and movements. It’s not
uncommon to be breathing heavily, the sweat dripping off your brow and your legs shaking after a
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particularly good training session. Ultimately, as with many things, you get out what you put in, and
as always the best way to find out is to drop in and try a class.
The study of Iaido is certainly worthwhile both from a mental and physical point of view, as it
emphasizes not only physical and psychological strength but mobility and fluidity of movement and
thought. Many techniques do involve kneeling, and if you have a history of joint or knee problems it
would be advisable to talk this over with an instructor and to wear knee pads.

Iaido FAQ 7. Am I too old to study Iaido?
It would be unlikely. Many practitioners of Iaido come to the art at later stages of life, and some of
the most renowned experts and practitioners only started training in their 40’s!
Currently in our Dojo members range in age from 9 to 58 and it's expected that practitioners train
with an intensity that suits their own physical condition.
At the early stages of training, a fair amount of time is spent on tanren or development drills to take
you from any level of fitness and conditioning to that required for Iaido. As always this is done at an
appropriate pace for the individual student.
You don’t have to be fit at all to start, and over time you will develop the unique blend of stamina,
endurance and strength that comes from Iaido and that will serve you well in your lifetime. Many of
the greatest Iaidoka today are in their late 90’s and still train daily.

Iaido FAQ 8. Do you need equipment to start?
No. Beginners train with a wooden training sword called a bokken/bokuto. This will be provided by
the dojo for you to use during class. However, if you wish to buy your own they are quite
inexpensive, and it is even possible to obtain a bokuto with a saya (scabbard) – this is invaluable as it
introduces the student to the use of a saya from the very beginning.

Iaido FAQ 9. What do you wear?
As regards clothing, during Iaido special clothing is worn. Iaidoka
train wearing a hakama (traditional Japanese wide pleated trousers)
and kekio-gi (jacket similar to that worn in karate). An obi (belt) is
also worn. The Iaido obi is about 100mm wide and approximately
four meters long and wraps several times around the waist beneath
the hakama. This allows the sword to be held securely.
Because many Iaido techniques are performed from a kneeling
position, kneepads are strongly recommended.
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Hakama and keiko-gi are robust versions of the formal samurai clothing of the 18th and 19th
centuries. They are worn during sword practice, in preference to something like the clothes worn in
karate, in part to emphasize the formality of occasion. Iaido training is meant to be more than just
physical training, and the choice of clothes emphasizes this. Additionally, the clothes add grace and
dignity to an already graceful and dignified art. From a practical standpoint, the hakama is cool and
comfortable, allows easy movement and disguises the feet from the opponent.
Colors worn are usually dark, with black being generally preferred, but it is advisable to check with
one’s instructor before ordering a uniform. No outward sign of rank is worn, though kimono-type gi
and striped hakama are usually the preserve of high grades (fourth Dan and above), and generally
only worn on formal occasions. Training is normally done barefoot, unless there is a medical reason
for not doing so, though tabi (Japanese socks with a separate big toe) may be worn outdoors or for
formal displays.
In the beginning any clothing that permits a good range of movement can be used – a tracksuit, or
judo or karate suit is ideal. A judo/karate belt will also suffice in the initial stages.

10. How to Tie Your Obi Part 1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OXcfApEZC7k

11. How to Tie Your Obi Part 2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XhHlatc0TsA

12. How to Wear a Hakama
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rnFQob0e8Lw

13. How to Fold the Hakama
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uly9-wL2HfE

Iaido FAQ 14. Do you Use Real Swords?
For the most part, we use a type of blunt training sword called an Iaito. And iaito can be made of
steel however most commonly they are made of a zinc-aluminum compound. The edge is
unsharpened, allowing us to train with a sword that has the appearance and feel of a real sword
without the risk of injuring ourselves or someone else. Very advanced Iaidoka would use a live
sharpened blade called a Shinken. This is capable of cutting.
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Beginners are fine using a wooden sword called a bokuto, meaning wooden katana.
That said, after a few months of training and if you decide Iaido is for
you; your instructor may recommend you purchase an Iaito. Training
with an Iaito (sword-copy) often results in your educational level and
the intensity of your learning developing a little faster.
Before you get an Iaito it is important that your instructor thinks you
are ready for it and also that you get the correct type and size for you.
Iaito come in different lengths to suit the person wielding them, as
always, talk to your instructor before making a decision.
I explain the differences between these and the correct type of sword
used in Iai in The Sensei's Sword: Choosing the Perfect Blade. Copies
are available to Kendo na hEireann students at a discounted rate with
all proceeds going towards the club.

Iaido FAQ 15. Can I use the sword I bought on EBay or a local martial arts
store for Iaido practice?
Generally and most probably not. There were many “samurai swords” available before the new
legislation came into effect, in “martial arts” shops, eBay and so forth. Unfortunately the majority of
these are totally unsuitable for Iaido practice. Many of these swords are pressed and sharpened and
also extremely brittle and can fracture unexpectedly. Additionally they lack a full “tang”, the part of
the sword that extends into the handle. You should not attempt to use any sword purchased until it
has been checked by your instructor.
See The Sensei's Sword: Choosing the Perfect Blade for more.

Iaido FAQ 16. Is Iaido expensive?
Iaido is like any other hobby or leisure pursuit, and can be as expensive as you want to make it.
However that is entirely at your discretion and it certainly does not have to be expensive to enjoy
the art. While training fees vary from dojo to dojo, they aren’t generally very costly.
Depending on where you get your gi and hakama, should you choose to dedicate yourself to the art,
you could spend as little as €120. You can also get this second hand on occasion.
Bokuto are often provided by the club although you can purchase your own for as little as €30.
Training swords - called Iaito - can be expensive, but purchase of an Iaito is not necessary until you
are well advanced with your studies. Even so, great quality weapons are now available from Japan at
very reasonable prices.
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The largest costs associated with the art are travel expenses to attend various international seminars
and competitions.

Iaido FAQ 17. Is there sparring in Iaido?
Yes. Absolutely.
There is no “free sparring” as in the conventional
sense often seen in other martial arts, however
many styles of Iaido engage in paired pre-arranged
forms that safely simulate sparring. These drills,
designed to teach proper distance and timing are
performed using bokken, though some extremely
advanced practitioners use Shinken.
Within the Musō Jikiden Eishin-ryū (無双直伝英信
流) style I practice and without variations included in
either set - we have 42 solo waza vs. 64 paired
forms. Clearly the majority of our work involves
working with a partner to learn distancing, timing, and targeting against a real, living and reacting
opponent.
Again I stress this does not include henka waza if it did, that number would be well into the 100's.
The first technique of the "tachi uchi no kurai" has over 17 variations on its own. And again - that's
NOT including the "lost" forms, the grappling arts, hand to hand work etc. :-)
Many of the basic ZNKR forms are also practiced with a partner to learn distance and timing and we
also teach the Kendo no Kata - a set of 10 forms (7 longsword vs long sword, 3 short sword vs
longsword) that are based on older koryu teachings.

Iaido FAQ 18. Is Iaido dangerous?
No. Iaido is a very safe martial art. However, as with any physical activity injury is a possibility.
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Iaido FAQ 19. Are there any competitions?

Yes, they are called Taikai. Participants may compete in aesthetic displays of Iaido kata. I am proud
to say Ireland has done well at an international level bringing back medals and trophies in
international Taikai and even at the highest of international levels, the European Championships,
with a Fighting Spirit Award.

Iaido FAQ 20. What About Gradings?
Smaller club level gradings are held throughout the year, and a national seminar and grading event is
held annually. Fully etiquette, grading requirements, and other details are provided to the students
in advance of a grading. Grades awarded in Ireland are awarded by the national body, Kendo na
hEireann and registered with the EKF (European Kendo Federation), which is a member of the Zen
Nihon Kendo Renmei (All Japan Kendo Federation).

Iaido FAQ 21. Is there a Recommended Reading List?
Yep. :-) Studying outside of the dojo is an important part of training. In the early days there were few
texts in English that really helped the students of Iaido. Today however there are more and more
high-quality detailed manuals where you can read about the history and development of Japanese
Swordsmanship and about the techniques of Iaido.
We recommend the following:
Kim's Big Book of Iaido Vol 1 (https://sdksupplies.netfirms.com/cat_manual.htm) Pronunciation guide, History of Japanese Sword, Sword schools and Kendo, Iai ranking requirements,
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List of waza names, Care and use of equipment, Etiquette, Sword basics, stances, suburi, Glossary of
terms.
This book is not restricted to Iaido practice but forms a good general introduction to Japanese sword
training.
Kim's Big Book of Iaido Vol 2 (https://sdksupplies.netfirms.com/cat_manual.htm) - Seitei
Gata (Zen Ken Ren Iai). The All Japan Kendo Federation (ZNKR) Iaido forms (Seitei Gata Iai): History of
Seitei Gata Iai, Forms 1-10, Quick Key, General Instructions and Advanced Notes. Lavishly illustrated.
One of the easiest books to learn from.
Flashing Steel: Mastering Eishin-ryu Swordsmanship (2nd Ed) - Flashing Steel, is a
best-selling and highly acclaimed book on iaijutsu (alternatively called iaido). The technical
instruction is focused on Muso Jikiden Eishin koryu of a different line to the one practiced in Ireland
and there is an old version of Seitei Iai taught within. The real beauty of this book are the essays on
the philosophical concepts of Iaido.
The Iaido Handbook (Peter West) - (Available directly from Batman). Formerly the BKA Iaido
Handbook, this latest volume by Peter West Sensei Nanadan Kyoshi, founder of Myoken Dojo, is an
invaluable source of information for Iaidoka of all levels.
Simply bound, this volume is all about content, with over 130 pages packed with detailed
information and descriptive images. Information ranges from simple but essential Dojo etiquette,
descriptions of Iaido equipment and care for Iaito swords, through to the most up to date details on
Seitei and Koryu Iaido Kata, as well as essential rules and regulations for grading and competition.
A very popular volume for beginners and a perfect starting point for those looking for a
comprehensive view of and companion for Iaido practice.
ZNKR Iaido Training Handbook (2014 edition): This publication produced by the ZNKR (All
Japan Kendo Federation) is the official English language guide to Iai. Includes written descriptions of
the Seitei Kata in addition to a detailed glossary and guidelines for gradings.
The ZNKR Iaido Training Video - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TJ5_JaRaOtQ
This video from 2008 introduced the basic Seitei kata. It's a little outdated now, but provides a useful
memory aid for the lessons learned in class.
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Warm Up and Conditioning (Tanren)
Tanren - Forging a Body of Steel and Unbreakable Will
Tanren is a term used to describe a process of forging and tempering metal within the formation of
Japanese swords. Literally "tan" means to forge, train or discipline and "ren" means refine, polish,
train or drill. It is the transformation of the metal's structure through a process of repeated
hammering of the steel. It is a tiring process, one that is ingrained with deep spirituality and
relentless determination. In the dojo, the training hall in which we practice the martial arts and seek
the perfection of our character, we also have tanren, a conditioning of the mind and spirit.
It is said that the sword of a samurai is the essence of their soul and as such it is worth looking at the
construction of a Japanese blade and see the parallels between the construction of its lethal beauty
and the development of a person's strength of body and mind.

The Construction of a Sword
Traditionally Japanese smiths use a steel known as Tamahagane (玉鋼), produced from iron-rich
sand. This sand is smelted and broken down into iron ore and slag through a clay and brick smelter
known as a tatara. This construct fires the steel, the smith watches the flames colours to assess the
heat and they watch intently over many hours. Eventually the smith will deem the time to be
sufficient and they'll destroy the furnace revealing chunks of iron.
The smith will then assess these chunks and decide which shall become a blade, not all will be
worthy. In some ways, the rigorous training in the dojo also sorts through the students that first
venture towards mastery of the sword and decides who shall become a capable swordsman and
stick to the training and those who choose to walk away.
This smelting process was a revolutionary process back in the day - however - it didn't produce
perfect steel. In fact there was a great deal of impurity in the tamahagane steel produced and it is
filled with the uneven dispersal of carbon (the vital ingredient necessary to turn iron to steel). The
ancient Japanese smiths though developed a profound and highly skilled method for beating out
these weaknesses - they folded the blade.
This was often done between the master smith and his apprentices and required precise timing
between all three. The master smith would chisel a groove in the steel, it would then be folded over
and the three would take their hammers and beat the steel into one piece. A line would be chiselled;
it would be folded over and hammered again and again...
Folding the blade not only works out slag and impurities in the metal, it also evens out the carbon
throughout the steel. With experience a smith can control the quality of the steel with great
accuracy using these methods.
In training, keiko, we have similar processes. Students, new and old are put through rigorous
repetition of basic movements, known as kihon. In this Samurai Strength I shall teach you many of
the kihon that the samurai and the modern students of their art used to temper their bodies, sweat
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streaming down their tight toned limbs, purifying the body and organs of toxins. The fierce nature of
the training and repetition frees the mind and asks the spirit to call a fatiguing body to greater work.
This develops a mind of pure unrelenting focus and determination, one that we shall talk about in
greater detail later.
Each time the block of steel is hammered out and folded back, layers are formed. By folding only
fourteen times, over 16,000 layers are produced. These layers produce jihada or patterns like
fingerprint swirls or wood grain in the metal, a unique beauty of the Japanese blade and one of the
features for which they receive great acclaim. Below you'll see an example of that jihada grain
pattern on one of my swords.

In the same way those students of the koryu bujutsu (the old martial ways of the Japan) who have
endured the initial conditioning, then move to a more personalized level of instruction, each student
being guided according to their specific needs moving deeper into the more obscure levels of
understanding, producing their own unique interpretation of the forms.
When the blade is finished, the jihada is visible in the ji, the surface between the edge and ridge-line.
The smith can choose specific jihada, such as masame (a straight grain parallel to the edge) or
ayasugi (concentrically curved grain), by adjusting the direction in which he folds the steel. By
folding the block can be folded repeatedly in the same direction, in alternate directions, or
crosswise, the talented smith can create art in lethality and create a different pattern or grain in the
blade.
This process became the stuff of legend - with many claiming this would be repeated hundreds of
times - that simply wasn't the case. Even today some katanas are advertised as having 30 folds of
steel. This is pure nonsense and fiction. Typically the average Japanese sword has between 13-15
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folds creating a steel bar with a carbon content of 0.7% - the ideal amount of carbon for a Japanese
blade.
Before foundation forging of the tamahagane, the steel has an average carbon content of 1.4%.
During the first stage of forging it may have lost up to 0.3 % of its carbon, reducing the steel's carbon
content down to 1.1%. With each fold hammered in it will further decrease carbon content by
0.03%. As such, to achieve the structural ideal of a 0.7% carbon content, a smith could only fold the
steel a limited number of times....around 13 folds. :-)
Folding it up to 30 times would reduce the carbon by 30 x 0.03%, a total of 0.9%. The blade has a
1.4%. start losing up to 0.3 % of its carbon in the first run. Deduct 0.9% and you have a blade with
less than 0.2% carbon - this creates a blade that would be far too soft to cut. Useless, utterly useless.
;-)
In the same way, overtraining must be avoided, there is little point working the body until breaking
point. Proper recovery is vital for continued progress and I shall teach you the methods used
traditionally to enhance recovery.
As the methods of developing the sword improved, smiths began making more robust blades,
making them wider, longer and the new style was perfected in around 1320, by Japan's most famous
smith, Masamune. The new style formed the 4th distinctive tradition in swordmaking and is known
as Soshu-den.
It is a method by which 7 panels of steel are combined. The centre of the blade is made from
malleable softer steel, giving the blade exceptional flexibility. To this a layer of harder steel is bonded
to each side, adding support and strength to the core. The final layer is a very hard steel laminated to
the top, bottom, and both sides of the core. This hard layer adds great strength but also brittle steel,
that can be hardened to a razor sharp edge. Combining these layers of steel, Masamune produced a
blade that could keep a razor sharp edge yet maintain a level of flexion and the ability to absorb
force that made them near unbreakable. It was the ultimate evolution of the Japanese sword - a
technology that is still unrivalled today.
By following the methods of conditioning laid out in this program, you too shall have a body that is
strong, flexible and a spirit that unrivalled.

Why Tanren
The process of forging a sword is to achieve three distinct goals:
1. Homogenization of various layers
2. Purification of the iron by removing the impurities and 3. Integration of the hard and soft
different blends of steel.
In the same way we look at training the body in this fashion.
1. These exercises unify the body, bringing the different layers of strength together, the
tendons and ligaments, muscles and nerve force...
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2. Hard and intense physical exercise must be blended with softer internal methods and
recovery causing us to sweat and cleanse our bodies of impurities, moving Qi and Blood,
creating energy and transforming the body, building lean, dense, steel cables of strength 3.
In the same way we unify the mind, body and spirit.
Within Traditional Chinese Medicine
and Japanese Medicine, the greatest
underlying concept pervading both is
Yin and Yang (In and Yo in Japanese).
This comes from underlying Daoist
philosophy that permeates all aspects
of health in China and Japan from diet,
exercise, the martial arts and even
military strategy and where to build
your house. I think nearly everyone has
heard this expression by now.
Many people are familiar with the
terms Yin and Yang, but haven't been
educated as to what they mean. Yin
and Yang are nothing more than a
concept that explains and highlights
contrast. Everyone is familiar with the
concept of opposites, and in TCM this is
the fundamental basis of all understanding. Yin literally means the shady side of a hill, and Yang is
the sunny side. In TCM these terms were expanded to show the varying contrast between all things.
For instance, Yin is water, Yang is fire. Yin is dark, Yang is bright. Yin is mental or emotional, Yang is
physical. Yin is passive, Yang is active. And perhaps the greatest contrast, Yin is female and Yang is
male. Humans have always understood the nature of their world through contrast (night/day) and
our perception of physical reality is grounded in such concepts. In Chinese medicine, Yin and Yang
are simple ways of illustrating this concept in terms of the energy of the human body and its relative
health. Perhaps this can be best summed up in the following passage from “Guarding the Three
Treasures” by Daniel Read.
‘In Philosophy, the Great Principle of Yin and Yang provides the measure which
determines all values and qualities. “Hot” (Yang) has no degree without “Cold”
(Yin) to contrast it. “Good” (Yang) has no significance without the concept of
“Bad” (Yin) as a counterpoint. “Beauty” without “Ugliness” to compare it
remains invisible.’
There are many different ways of understanding Yin and Yang, or In and Yo. In Traditional Chinese
Medicine Yin refers to the passive functions of our internal organs, and Yang refers to the active
functions of our internal organs. Within Martial Arts it means the difference between internal (Yin such as Qi Gong or Tai Chi) and external (Yang - Shotokan for instance) styles. Within the
construction of a sword it is the soft (Yin) and hard (Yang) metals. And within the training of the
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human body it is the combination of energy work known as kiko in Japanese and the external
contraction of the muscles, tendons and sinews.
In reality it can be very hard to judge where one begins and the other ends and this is how it should
be as Yin and Yang and mutually engendering, transforming and transporting. It is in their nature to
bleed into and create the other.
Within our practice of the techniques and arts found within Samurai Strength the Yin is the slow
build of tension, the focus of breathing and the development of internal power and Ki. If we
maintain awareness (zanshin in Japanese) we become aware of the cues and signals of the body in
generating our physical power and tension (Yang). The breathing changes, the blood moves, the
abdomen begins its contraction for our Tanden Breathing (covered previously in Volume 1:
Isometrics). We can take conscious control of these and expand our awareness and control into the
precise contraction of our muscles.
The mind (Yin), MUST be full and wilfully engaged in this process to control and contract the muscle
(Yang)...as Maxick, the great western physical culturist and master of muscle control once said,
"One day I was watching a journeyman filing metal. I fell to wondering vaguely
why it was that his arms and deltoid development was so small in comparison
with the rest of his body, knowing as I did, that the man had worked at the bench
for years. Surely, according to accepted theory, it was just these parts which
should have been the more developed considering the nature of his work!
I was so interested in this case, that I began to take careful note of other
workmen; and my observations at length convinced me that mechanical exercise
will not increase bulk or strength beyond a certain degree.
I found out later by experiment that mechanical exercise will only produce good
results if interest is directed to the muscles being used. If the mind is directed
only to the work being performed, a certain point of muscular resistance is
reached; but not there it stops. To secure full benefit from the exercise, it is
essential that the mind be concentrated on the muscles, and not on the work
performed.
Instances by way of example may be given by the hundred. Take the case of a
stonemason, who has to use a hammer or mallet for many hours daily, during
which time thousands of blows are stuck, and the shoulder and arm have to bear
the weight, as well as use the mallet.
Now according to the theories enunciated by many teachers of physical culture,
the greater the number of repetitions performed of one exercise, the greater the
development of the muscles employed. But here is a flat contradiction of those
theories, for it will be observed that the majority of stonemasons do not evince
anything exceptional in the way of arm or shoulder muscle development.
And the explanation?
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Perfectly simple! The stonemason’s mind is necessarily concentrated upon the
work before him, and he pays little or no heed to his muscles.
Which leads to another question…?
Would the stonemason, or any man wielding a hammer for many hours a daily,
and concentrating his attention upon the muscles employed, develop colossal
muscles in consequence?
The answer is in the negative; for the reason that the mind tires in a short time if
connected on any one particular object. And then a limit is reached. There would
certainly be exceptional development of the muscles upon which
the mind was concentrated so long as there was no increase of effort in the blows
delivered".
The deeply focused mind must be engaged in each contraction and each exercise in this series in
order to derive the maximal benefit and strength of the muscles.
With the realm of physical exertion there is a development of skill - Isometrics are a rapidly learned
form of exercise as they need no movement. That said it still takes skill to learn the interplay of
muscles and their contraction. In this volume I shall be teaching you both Isometrics and full range
Iso-tonic movements. Learning these movements takes time. At the start you will be uncoordinated.
This is as it should be.
The specific exercises and movements taught in this volume are designed to teach you to coordinate
the full strength of your body and to disperse load and effort throughout the body until a smooth
transmission of power has been developed. With this then if you turn your focus inwards you will
begin to feel not just the pull and relaxation of the muscles but a smooth wave of power travelling
through the body. Truthfully it's hard to describe what it really feels like...but I will enter a word of
warning. Many when they feel this interconnectedness of the body can be tricked by indulgence and
a weakness of the mind to subscribe to fanciful notions of super powers and abilities. Such thoughts
are an illusion. What you are truly capable of when you can act with the full focus of the mind,
muscles, tendons and will is more than spectacular enough and requires no further embellishment
or claims of supernatural ability. This is further refinement of both the body, its power and you mind.
Perform these movements slowly. In doing so you will find where the muscles catch, where they are
weak and here you can focus and add in an isometric component and strengthen this weak link to a
point where it becomes unbreakable. If you rush, you will overlook these moments and weakness
and injury will creep in. When moving do so with complete flow and gentleness. Conserve your
energy and work with the breath to find fluidity in your body. This creates great increases in stamina
and endurance and is the YIN aspect to the strong, solid unmoving Yang Isometric contractions.

The Stamina of a Samurai - the Ability to Endure
Endurance is a crucial component in developing the well rounded warrior and athlete. We’ve seen in
volume one the science behind the development of strength, and power develops from that
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strength, and how each of these attributes can be developed quickly and effectively through the
methods contained in this series.
But what good is speed, what good is power, if you have nothing left in the tank and you’re heading
into round 6…? When all you have is the will, one must also learn to endure…and if nothing else that was the greatest lesson I was taught in all my years of training. To endure. When I was carrying
huge logs up soggy earthed mountains with members of the special forces, when I was training the
Isometric Kata for upwards to 20
repetitions, when I was put in the
Israeli Special Forces Boiler Room
Drill, when I faced the Bullring in
Shotokan fighting hundreds of
opponents, till I couldn't feel the
impact anymore, till I couldn't move
my limbs anymore and I kept going,
when I was doing the HUNDREDS of
repetitions of the exercises taught in
this volume - I learnt - endure.
And there are different types of
endurance in the martial arts...and
needed for the battles of life.
1. Muscular endurance:  The ability to continue to relax and contract the muscles for
extended periods of time. As we use the muscles the various fibres fatigue and in addition to this we
could add physical endurance, the ability of the body (muscles) to withstand trauma be it from, the
impact of strikes, throws or joint locks.
2. Cardiovascular endurance: The ability of the heart and lungs to circulate oxygen and
blood to the muscles and to maintain a heart rate that supports continued activity, in other words
high effort, without a high intense heart rate.
3. Mental endurance: The most important of - without this the others are undermined, their
lugs cut from underneath the. This is the ability to psychologically keep going, maintaining focus and
attention. I was always partial to how Rocky summed this up "The world ain't all sunshine and rainbows. It is a very mean and nasty place. It
will beat you to your knees and keep you there permanently if you let it. You, me
or nobody is going to hit as hard as life. But it ain't about how hard you hit, it is
about how hard you can get hit and keep moving forward, how much can you
take and keep moving forward. That's how winning is done!"
Rocky Balboa - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_J0Ahh3UxbM
It is not enough to be physically strong; we must learn to be mentally strong, to endure - to be
tough. Founder of MovNat, Erwan Le Corre, said, “Some people with great muscular strength may
lack toughness and easily crumble when circumstances become too challenging. On the other hand,
some people with no particularly great muscular strength may be very tough, i.e., capable of
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overcoming stressful, difficult situations or environments.” He's not wrong. I see guys in the dojo I
train in, huge muscular guys with mean faces, look terrified as I walk over grit stone floors barefoot.
Or pick up barbells without gloves. Sure they can put up big numbers and they look intimidating, but
ask them to move out of their comfort zone and the crumble.
An important part of my training - and something I recommend you do is outdoor training. This kind
of training is called yagai- geiko or no-geiko (''training out in the field") and as the name suggests is
training out in the field. I train barefoot, over gravel stones, grass; In the cold, the wet, the warmth,
the breeze. It connects me to the natural rhythms of nature. It toughens you up. And it toughens
your will.
But back to the more physical side of things for a
moment.
Each of these three, Muscular, Cardiovascular and metal
contributes to increased stamina and endurance...and
each of these can be improved dramatically through the
methods taught in this volume. Leaving the third point,
that of mental endurance, built through years of self
discipline, it seems obvious that the first 2 are
interrelated.
For instance one could stay at a relatively low heart rate
and maintain cardio endurance by simply walking. But
after 20 miles, while you’d still be breathing normally
enough, your muscles will be tired, the SO fibres
fatigued, and the trauma on the joints and impact of
movement will likely have blistered your feet. So we fall
down on point 1.
By contrast one can sprint all out and bring their heart
rate up to 110% of its max. From a cardio point of view
this simply isn’t sustainable for a significant period of
time. And you’ll fatigue and exhaust very quickly, long
before your muscles will. And so we fall down on point 2.
The focus then of Tanren, the exercises in this dojo are to
maximise the muscle strength, the strength of the
connective tissues and fascia and maximise the efficiency
of the cardiovascular output of the heart. Now, many
would advocate things like long distance jogging, or other
time based activities to increase endurance – surely a
marathon runner has plenty of muscular and
cardiovascular stamina? Funnily, studies have shown that
this is NOT the case. In fact distance runners have a lower
amount of muscular endurance than non runners. How is
that possible? It’s quite common sense really.
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You see, in the case of distance running the body wants to streamline, it wants to make the body as
efficient and energy conscious as possible and as such it loses unnecessary muscle tissue. That’s
right; the body will ditch any muscle tissue that is surplus to needs, and all they need is to put one
foot in front of the other. They keep thin, SO muscle fibre and ditch the rest. This is why many
marathon and distance runners look little more than walking skeletons.
To endure you NEED muscle tissue. Lots of it. This is where Isometric Training and Tanren comes into
play. When you come down to the very basic level of what endurance is from a muscle perspective
at any rate, it is this – the ability to repeatedly contract a muscle. Ideally you want this to be a VERY
EFFICIENT contraction. The better able your muscles are able to contract the less energy is needed
by the body to do it. The bigger and thicker the muscle, the more glycogen (energy) it can store. This
means you can do more. The more muscle tissue you have, the stronger it is, the easier it is to move,
and thus, the more movements you can make. If you want to improve your muscular endurance the
simple solution is to build more muscle.
This equally applies to physical endurance, the ability to keep going in the face of trauma. The more
firm the muscle, the greater the ability to absorb and re-direct impact. This means the former you
make your muscles the more impact you can take - We this frequently demonstrated in "Iron Shirt
Qigong" or Kung Fu. The Shaolin monks are always good for demonstrating this - but beware - this
has little to do with "Qi", "Chi", "Ki" or anything of that nature. It is conditioning, strength and
technique.
The stronger your muscles, tendons and ligaments, the less you risk injury. More muscle means you
can move more, and take more.
As we’ve seen the most efficient way of building both strength and muscle tissue is isometrics.
So it’s clear that isometrics can build more muscle and thus more muscular and physical endurance.
But what of cardiovascular endurance?
Again, as I’ve pointed out in previous articles and programs the best way to increase your
cardiovascular fitness is to do intense work in short, sharp bursts – precisely the nature of our
Isometrics and as you'll later see the Special Forces Conditioning Drills we'll be covering in the future.
Combined with the taden kokyu breathing techniques we teach you are asked to perform extremely
brief intense muscular contractions, which result in elevating then resting your heart in progressive
intervals. Thus using these methods we can increase your cardiac capacity and oxygen uptake. This
means you can do far more physical work with less resources needed. It takes an increasingly large
amount of physical, mechanical work to cause you to elevate your heart rate.
So by using the techniques of isometrics you can substantially improve both your muscular, physical
and cardiovascular endurance without spending hours jogging or doing other silly time wasting
activities that will produce injury and comprise your health. Instead, with just less than 5 minutes of
contractions daily, you could achieve remarkable physical endurance, while simultaneously
developing near superhuman strength, speed and power. What more could you ask?
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......Well how about how to USE that power and endurance. And this brings us to the Yang, the
physical application.... The movement found in this volume will teach you to move your muscles
through specific powerful ranges of motion while under load and tension.
In moderating your muscle contractions and ensuring a smooth flow and transition, these tanren
exercises work not just the muscle bellies, but the tendons, ligaments, fascia and joints evenly. This
is the goal of the Yijin Jing, The "Muscle and Tendon Changing" Classic of Traditional Chinese
Medicine and a book revered by the samurai in the pursuit of physical and mental strength.
Iwata Sensei recounts that Oe Masamichi, an incredible swordsman, a man who saw real combat
with a sword during the Clam Gate Incident (often called the Clam Gate War) performed all of his
sword techniques slowly. Iwata Sensei goes on to emphasise that Oe Sensei used very large
movements and performed them slowly in this exceptional passage;
"...we can find a strange but similar logic in Gorin-no-Sho (Miyamoto Musashi)
which states that the stroke of cutting is exceedingly important. It must be done
by stretching the elbows and swinging downward with as large a movement as
possible. This is the correct way to cut methodically and technically. It is also
written, if the sword user hurries his action, the cutting line will fall short. Even
shorter than if one is using a Wakizashi. It seems to be very mysterious to find a
similarity between Miyamoto Musashi and Master Oh-e".
- Iwata Norikazu Hanshi, Kiso Iai Kosa.
As many of the exercises in this volume are derived from swordsmanship, it is of paramount
importance that such advice be headed. Go slowly, fully engage the mind in the play and contraction
of your muscles and the results will astound you.

Special Forces Joint Work
The following warm up sequence is the one I used by SWAT, SAS, Navy Seals and more. It is the
same warm up sequence I teach when instructing or training with members of elite military units. It's
also the same exact warm up I teach in my martial arts classes
The reason is simple. It is the most direct and efficient method for lubricating and preparing the
muscles and joints of the body. In addition it re-enforces 2 excellent key principles; the directions of
attack and defence. There are limits to how many directions a human can attack and defend from.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Forward and Back
Up and Down (vertical)
Side to Side (horizontal) (Left to Right and Right to Left)
Diagonally (X) (right to left, left to right, and those directions reversed)
Circular (which is just a continuation of either a horizontal or diagonal movement)

That's it. They are the only directions you can attack and defend from. They are also the only ways a
joint can move.
Given the military background of this warm up sequence you can appreciate the importance of
reinforcing such critical information. Of course the methods of attack and defence devised by man
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correspond to the limitations of the human body; our joints can only move in certain directions.
Once this is understood a comprehensive and effective warm up can be systematically applied from
the Neck down

So that's what you do. In essence start with your and slowly and gently move it through the above
checklist of directions. When you've done that, 3-5 repetitions per plane of movement, move lower
to your shoulders, elbows, wrists, fingers, spine, hips, knees, ankles and toes. Literally this warm up
will prepare every muscle and joint from head to toe, taking each through a full range of motion and
increasing synovial fluid in the joints
You will see this is a Dynamic warm up. This means there are no static holds or traditional stretches.
This is because static stretching is shown to be ineffective for improving Range of Motion. All it does
is weaken supporting tendons and ligaments and ultimately undermines your structural integrity.
Static stretching also reduces physical performance, and lastly INCREASES risk of injury.
Now the body is warm and supple we can introduce some specific stretches using the tanren-bō. As
always, use caution and good judgement.

Tanren-bō Stretches
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Special Forces Joint Work
Overhead Stretch
Spinal Rotation stretch.
Side Stretch
Chest to Toes Hamstring Stretch
Deltoid Stretch
Assisted Quads Stretch
Achilles Tendon Stretch

Tanren-bō Drills
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Seiza Kirioroshi
Double Handed Kirikaeshi
Advanced Kirikaeshi
Staggered Kirikaeshi
Zenkutsu Dachi Kirikaeshi
Kesagiri
Iai Goshi and Lunge
Alternating Circular Kesagiri
Yoko Men Giri (Cut to the Side of the Head)
Ukenagashi with Kirioroshi in Kiba Dachi
Kaishaku Cut
Suihei-giri Horizontal Cut
Tanren-bō Kata 1
Happo Giri 8 Directional Cutting
Single Handed Kirioroshi
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16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Kirioroshi Kata 1
Kirioroshi with Forward Lunge
Kirioroshi with Rear Lunge
Seiza Combinations
Adv Tanren-bō Kata 1
Adv Tanren-bō Kata 2

Tanren Strengthening Exercises
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Forearm Flex
Rear Forearm Flex
Forearm Rotation
Frog Squat
Overhead Combination Lunges

Tanren-bō Isometrics
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Forward Neck Press
Wide Grip Overhead Press
Shoulder Press
Shoulder Press 2
Upper Back Row
Underhand Row
Bokken Trap Pull
Seiza Lat Pull
Seiza Cross Arm Back Contraction
Seated Back Row
Seiza Chest Press
Bokken Forward Chest Press
Bokken Triceps Extension
Bokken Biceps Contraction
Rear Bokken Biceps Contraction
Bokken Squat
Kiba Dachi with Bokken
Isometric Lunge
Bokken Balanced Single Leg Contraction
Bokken Balanced Calf Contraction

Two Person Drills
1.
2.
3.
4.

Matching
Advancing
Entering
Misdirection
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5. Parry and Counter Attack
o Overhead Attack
o Rising Draw
6. Wrist Control to Counter Attack
7. Overhead Control to Counter Attack
8. Angular Drills
9. Angular Matching
o Entering
o Parry and Counter Attack
o 45 degree counter attack
o 45 degree Parry and Counter Attack
10. Rising Draw
o Counter Attack
o Parry and Counter Attack
Greater instruction in all these tanren exercises including video can be found in Samurai Strength
Volume 2: Tanren. Copies for Kendo na hEireann students are available by request at a discounted
rate with all proceeds going towards the club.
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General Glossary
Terms Frequently Used in Japanese Swordsmanship
Aiuchi

strike together

Ate

strike

Ayumi-ashi

'moving foot forward,' footwork when walking

Batto

draw the sword, iai

Benkyo

studying

Boken, bokuto

wooden sword

Boshi

hamon from yokote to kissaki

Bu

0.3 cm

Bu

war

Budo

training path of warfare

Bukuro

sword bag

Bunkai

application of kata techniques (with opponent)

Bushido

training path of the warrior

Chakiza

command to sit down

Chiburi

moving blood from the blade (demonstrate zanshin)

Chi Ugui

wiping blood from the blade

Chu kissaki

middle form kissaki

Chudan

middle level (in koryu curriculum)

Chudan no kamae

middle level guard posture

Chuo

middle third of blade

Daisho

two paired swords often a katana and wakizashi or katana and tanto

Daito

long sword, worn cutting edge upwards

Dan

step, grade
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Datto

remove sword from obi

Debana Waza

attack using the initial technique of the opponent

Dojo

place where budo is practiced

Embu

display, demonstration

Embugi

display or demonstration clothes

Embuji no shomen

agreed front side for embu

Fuchigane

metal band between tsuba and ito

Fukuro

sword bag

Fukusa

curved edge leading to kissaki

Fumikomi

moving forward with stamping foot

Fumikomi-ashi

stamping front or adjusting rear foot

Furikaburi

raising the sword to cut

Gakusai

student

Ge

opposite side of dojo to kamiza

Gedan no kamae

lower level guard posture

Gendaito

sword made after 1868

Giri / Kiri

cut

Gunto

military sword (WWII)

Gyaku Kesa Giri

diagonal upward cut

Ha

cutting edge

Habaki

collar against tsuba

Habuchi

border of yakiba

Hadagi

undergarment

Hakama

wide pleated trousers

Hakama Sabaki
right hand

spreading the hakama legs to the left and right with the

Hamachi

'step' where ha meets habaki
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Hanmi

posture with one foot in front, back foot slightly turned

Hamon

line of tempered section

Hanami

cutting line from mune to ha

Hanshi

master (highest shogo)

Haori

over jacket

Happo Giri

to cut in eight directions

Hasso no kamae

guard posture with left foot forward, sword above right shoulder

Hasuji

pointing line from munemachi to kissaki

Hayanuki

all Eishin kata performed without break

Henka Waza

alternative interpretation of a technique

Hera

peg inside rear of hakama

Hi

groove for weight reduction

Hidari jodan no kamae

left foot forward jodan

Hikigiri

pulling cut

Hikitaoshi

pulling down technique

Himo

cord, lace

Hira

face of blade from shinogi to ha

Hiraji

face of blade from shinogiji to hamon

Hiraki-ashi

rear foot moves to front at new angle, front foot becomes rear foot

Hitoe

top of tang at munemachi

Hitoemi

body turned in halfway towards opponent

Hitokokyu

in one breath

Iai

'Being prepared' 'vigilance,' 'flexibility,' drawing the sword

Iaido

“I” comes from Iru, to be; Ai (as in Aikido) means coming together,
harmony, or love; and Dō means road, or Way (in the Buddhist
sense). Loosely translated then, Iaido means being in harmony with
one’s surroundings, always being prepared for any eventuality. Or,
perhaps more succinctly - the way of always being prepared.

Iai Goshi

lowered hip, ready posture
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Iai Hiza/Tatehiza

seated posture with right knee raised, sitting on left foot

Iai Hiza/Tatehiza no bu

chudan, middle level series of kata in Muso Jikiden Eishin Ryu

Iaijutsu

art of drawing the sword

Iaito

metal training sword

Ichiyoshi

cutting without a pause

Iorimune

mune with two surfaces

Jigane

'skin steel,' very hard outer layer

Jiku-ashi

foot turning on the spot on toes and heel

Jodan no kamae

upper level guard posture

Juban

undergarment

Kae Waza

alternative form of a technique

Kaicho

dojo president

Kakemono

calligraphy roll

Kamae

guard posture

Kamae o toku

kamae with lowered, slightly turned sword of defeated opponent

Kami no ashi

foot closest to kamiza

Kamishimo

formal dress: armless upper garment with hakama

Kamiza

highest place of honor, to the right of shinzen

Kancho

dojo leader

Karuma waki no kamae

kamae with horizontal sword

Kashira

end of tsuka

Kata

training form or set of forms

Katahaba

thickest measure of blade

Katana (uchigatana)

Japanese long sword since the 15th century, worn edge up

Katana kake

sword stand

Katate

with one hand

Katate-uchi

one hand cut
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Keiko

training

Keikogi

training jacket

Keitoshisei

left hand on sword at hip, thumb on tsuba, 45°, kashira in front of
solar plexus

Kenjutsu

art of sword-fighting (with partner)

Kensen

point of the sword

Kesagiri

diagonal downward cut (scarf cut)

Kihon

basic techniques

Kime

'decision,' sharpness of movement in cutting

Kiri-age

upward cut

Kirigaeshi

diagonal cut ending in waki no kamae

Kirioroshi

vertical, forward cut

Kiriorosu

to cut from above

Kirite

cutting ('living') hand

Kiritsuke

decisive cut

Kirukudashi

decisive cut

Kissaki

point

Kohai

one's junior

Koiguchi

open end of saya ('carp's mouth')

Koiguchi no kiri gata

'method of cutting the carp's mouth,' coordination of hands at start
of draw

Koiguchi o kiru

'method of cutting the carp's mouth,' coordination of hands at start
of draw

Kojiri

butt of the saya

Ko Kissaki

small kissaki

Kokyu

breath control

Komekami

through the temple

Koryu

traditional school
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Koshiita

board at back of hakama

Koshinogi

shinogi in kissaki

Koshirae

fittings and saya of a sword

Kote Uchi

forearm/wrist strike

Koto

sword made between 806 - 1595

Kumitachi

training with partner

Kurigata

attachment of sageo to saya

Kyoshi

teacher (middle shogo)

Kyu

beginner's ranking

Ma

timing interval, distance in time

Ma-ai

position, distance in space (to the opponent)

Maki-ito

material of tsuka binding

Mamorite

covering, protecting hand

Marimune

mune with rounded surface

Matadachi

split at side of hakama

Mei

signature on tang

Mekugi

bamboo pin through tsuka and tang

Mekugi-ana

hole for mekugi

Menuki tsuka

decorations for better grip

Metsuke

direction of looking

Migi jodan no kamae

right foot forward jodan

Mitsukaido

point where shinogi, yokote and ko shinogi meet

Mitsumune

mune with three surfaces

Mon

family crest

Monouchi

upper third, cutting part of blade

Montsuki

wide sleeve top with mon on chest, sleeve and back

Morote

with both hands
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Morote-uchi

two hand cut

Motodachi

defending side in a technique

Mudansha

person without Dan ranking

Mune

back edge of blade

Munemachi

'step' where mune meets habaki

Musubi

way of tying a knot (sageo, sword bag)

Nagasa

length of blade from munemachi to kissaki

Nakago

tang

Nakago Jiri

end of tang

Nigiri

grip

Nishikibukuro

ornamental, lined sword bag

Noto

re-sheathing the sword

Nukitsuke

drawing and cutting

Obi

belt

Ochiburi

large chiburi

O'Kissaki

large kissaki

Okuden

secret level (in koryu curriculum)

Okuri-ashi

kendo footwork (sliding step of both feet)

Osiwaza

attacking when the opponent retreats

Reigi

etiquette

Reiho

method of bowing

Renshi

assistant teacher (lowest shogo)

Renshu

training hard by trial and error

Renzoku Waza

training consecutive techniques

Ritsurei

standing bow

Ryu

school, curriculum

Sageo

braid from saya, tied to hakama himo
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Sagetoshisei

sword carrying posture at ease

Saho

method of etiquette

Same

ray skin under tsuka-ito, reducing play

Sanpogiri

to cut in three directions

Sashi-omote

outer side of katana, away from hip

Sashi-ura

inner side of katana, towards hip

Saya

scabbard

Saya no uchi

inside the saya

Saya-ate

collision between the sayas of two persons

Sayabanare

to leave the saya

Sayabiki

saya control, usually pulling back

Sei

without movement, inactive

Seichushin

through the center

Seigan

natural walk

Seitei kata/gata

series of forms established by the ZNKR

Seiza

kneeling posture

Seiza no bu

sitting section (of kata series)

Seiza no shisei

sitting posture

Seme-ashi

pressing, pushing foot

Semete

pressing, pushing hand

Sempai

one's senior

Sensei

one who has gone before, teacher

Seppa

washers either side of tsuba

Shaku

30.2 cm

Shiai

match, competition

Shiaijo

match area

Shibori

wringing movement of the hands on tsuka while cutting
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Shidachi

defending and following side

Shigane

'heart steel,' soft inner layer

Shihan

highest teacher in dojo

Shimo no ashi

foot farthest from kamiza

Shimoseki

side of students, opposing teachers

Shimoza

lower place of honor, to the left of shinzen

Shinite

'dead' hand

Shinken

'new sword,' modern made live blade

Shinkenshoubu
Shinogi

drawing and cutting with a live blade, serious match
ridge at widest point along blade

Shinogi Ji

face of blade from shinogi to mune

Shinpan

referee

Shinpan cho

tournament supervisor

Shinsa

grading

Shinshinto

blade made between 1804 - 1867

Shinto

blade made between 1596 - 1803

Shinzen

shinto shrine

Shisei

posture

Shitagi

undergarment

Shiteiwaza

set form in grading or competition

Shizentai

natural posture

Shoden

first level (in koryu curriculum)

Shogo

title

Shomen

straight ahead

Shomen Giri

front cut

Shomenuchi

cut or attack straight to the front of the opponent

Shoto

wakizashi, short sword
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Shusin

head referee

Soete

supporting hand

Soete Tsuki no kamae

guard posture before thrusting in the abdomen

Sonkyo

half-crouching posture

Sori

curve of the blade from mune to nagasa line

Suburito

heavy wooden sword

Suki

weak, vulnerable point, opening, chance

Sun

3.02 cm

Sunegakoi

block defending the lower leg

Suri-ashi

sliding foot

Suwari Waza

sitting techniques

Tabi

formal soft footwear for inside the dojo

Tachi

Japanese long sword between the 8th and 15th century, worn edge
down, primarily designed for single handed slashing while on
horseback.

Tachi iai no bu

standing section (of kata series)

Tachirei

standing bow with the sword

Tachi Waza

standing techniques

Taikai

competition, tournament

Tai Sabaki

body movement (while turning)

Tameshigiri

test cutting

Tanome

sleeve of montsuki

Tanren

Conditioning, Forging

Tanto

Knife

Tategiri

standing, stable cut

Tateha

drawing with cutting edge upwards

Tatehiza

see iai hiza

Tatenoto

noto with cutting edge upwards
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Te no uchi

inside of the hands, control of hands, correct grip, timing of shibori

Teitoshisei

left hand on sword in obi, thumb on tsuba, tsuba on centerline

Teki

opponent

Tenuchi

gripping, locking

To

curved, one-edged sword

Tomete

stopping hand

Tori

attacking side of a technique

Toshi

blade and tang

Tsuba

hand guard

Tsubamoto

part of blade near tsuba

Tsubazeriai

tsubas pressing, 'feeling' together

Tsugi-ashi

rear foot toes move to front heel line

Tsuka-ito

material of tsuka binding

Tsukamaki

tsuka binding

Tsuki

thrust

Uchi

strike

Uchidachi

striking / attacking side

Uchiko

cleaning powder for the sword

Uke

receiving side of a technique

Ukenagashi

block and deflect

Uwagi

iaido jacket

Waki no kamae

guard posture with sword hidden behind the body

Wakizashi

short sword from daisho

Waza

technique

Yasurimei

file marks left on tang

Yogi

meaning of a performance

Yohogiri

horizontal cut
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Yokochiburi chiburi

opening to the side

Yokogiri

side cut

Yokomenuchi

cut to the side of the head

Yokote

line between kissaki and rest of the blade

Yudansha

person with Dan ranking

Zarei

sitting bow

Zekken

chest identity patch

Zori

sandals for outside the dojo
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Common Phrases and Commands

Ato

back, backwards

Domo arigato gozaimasu / gozaimashita

thank you (very formal)

Gogi

referee break in a match

Hajime

begin

Hajime no saho

begin etiquette

Hante

end of a match

Iai kisogeiko

practice basic forms

Junbitaiso o hajimemasu

start warming up

Junbitaiso o owarimasu

stop warming up

Kamiza ni rei

bow to kamiza

Katana o motte

get your swords

Kiritsu

Stand up

Koi

come here

Kotai

change (partner)

Matte

wait

Mawatte

turn around

Menokotai

change roles

Mou-ikkai

again

Moichido

one more time

Mokosu

silence (meditation)

Osame

to place sword in obi

Otagai ni rei

bow to each other

Owari no saho

end etiquette

Rei

bow
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Seiretsu

stand in line

Sensei (-gata) ni rei

bow to the sensei

Shinzen ni rei

bow to the shinza

Shobu ari

result of a match

Shomen ni rei

bow to the front side

Shugo

come together for instruction

Tate

stand up

Torei

bow to the sword

Yame

stop
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Common Terms describing important philosophical concepts
in Iaijutsu

Dai kyo soku kei

big, strong, fast, smooth (in katana technique)

Enzan no metsuke

gazing at far off mountains

Fudoshin

imperturbable ('immovable' 'unfettered,' 'unstopped') mind

Fukaku

'deeply,' depth of personal character through training,
elegance

Fushin

conscious thought, stopped mind

Go no sen (no waza)

five rules to conquer the opponent before he decides to
attack

Heijoshin

normal state of mind, without distractions

Hingurai

appearance

Ichi go, iche e

one encounter, one mind

Jikishin

'direct mind,' honesty

Jo ha kyu

soft, smooth, sharp or slow, medium, fast (in timing)

Junanshin

malleable mind

Kakegoe

cry adding energy to a technique

Kassoteki

logical movement opposing an imaginary adversary

Katsujinken

life giving sword

Ki

breath power, inner strength

Kiai

shout or yell adding energy to a technique

Kigurai

bearing, demeanour

Kihaku

being focused with the mind

Ki ken tai ichi

spirit, sword and body are one, in harmony

Kimochi

expression, bearing
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Kiryoku

vitality, energy, willpower

Kokoro (-gamae)

attitude of spirit, heart, honor, respect, confidence

Kuraidori

performing a realistic (inner) fight

Muga

without 'I' or ego

Mushin

empty mind

Munen

without thought

Muso

without rational mind

Mushin

without rational mind

Riai

meaning, logic, principles, harmony of theory and praxis

Satsujinken

life taking sword

Saya no uchi no kachi

victory in the saya

Sei

'action, no action,' calmness in movement

Seme

pushing, pressure (mental and physical control of the
opponent)

Sen

forestall, take initiative

Sen no sen

attacking between the opponent's decision to attack and his
movement

Sen no waza

attacking faster than your opponent

Sen sen no waza

attacking between the opponent's decision to attack and his
movement

Shi gi tai ichi spirit,

sword and body are one, in harmony

Shin

Chinese concept of kokoro

Shishin

see fudoshin

Shu ha ri

budo learning curve of imitation (absorbing), understanding
(breaking) and consolidation (leaving)

Sutemi

accepting an attack with counter-attack in mind

Tachikaze

'sword wind,' sound or focus of cut

Tai chi tai bun

hear with your body, think with your body

Tan seki den

'forge in the morning, polish in the evening,' hard training
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Yoyu

'the margin,' only what is absolutely necessary

Zanshin

total awareness, composure and preparedness after the
attack
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Additional Useful Terms

Age

lift, raise

Arigato

thank you (informal)

Ashi

foot

Ashikubi

ankle

Asoko

over there

Atama

head

Atode

after

Chigau

different

Chi-isai

small

Chikaku

near

Chokkaku

right angles

Chushin

centre

Dame

don't, bad, not like that

Do

(soft) side of the torso, also: degrees (angle)

Domo

thanks (informal)

Domo arigato

thank you (formal)

Dozo

please (go ahead)

Eguru

scoop out, gouge

Ganmen

center of face

Gokai

grand, brash, intrepid, robust

Gomen nasai

excuse me (apology)

Gyaku

reverse, opposite, inverted

Hai

yes

Han

example
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Hammi

turned in

Hantai

the other way around

Hara

abdomen

Hayaku

quick, fast

Heiko

parallel

Hetta

unskillful, bad

Hidari

left

Hiji

elbow

Hiki

to pull

Hira

flat

Hiza

knee

Ichi mon jo

straight line

Iie

no

Jinchu

centre of upper lip

Jozu

skillful, good

Kaiten

to turn

Kakato

heel

Kakudo

angle

Kata

shoulder

Katate

single handed

Kesa

lapel / sash of monk's costume, hanging from left shoulder

Kimochi

feeling, sensation

Kiri/kiru

to cut

Ki o tsukete

be careful

Koshi

hip, waist

Kote

forearm

Kubi

neck
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Kyoju

to teach

Machigai

mistake

Mae

in front

Massugu

straight ahead

Mawari

to swing around

Me

eye

Men

face

Migi

right

Mimi

ear

Miru

to look

Mo

more

Motto

more

Mune

chest

Nakazumi

centre line of the body

Naname

diagonal

Nanken

'bad sword,' wrong way

Naze

why?

Ninode

upper arm

Nodo

throat

Ogesa

big form

Oki

big, large

Omote

outside, front side

Onegai shimazu

please (asking)

Oshiete kudasai

please, teach me

Otoshu

falling, cutting downwards

Owari

end of training

Ren

to polish
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Sabaki

movement

Seitei

established

Semeru

push, press, 'attack'

Shamen

side of head including temple

Shita

down, under

Shizuka ni shitekudasai

quiet please

Shomen

front side of head

So

like that (the right way)

Sode

sleeve

Soto

outside

Suigetsu

solar plexus

Suihei

horizontal

Sukoshi

a little, small amount

Sumimasen

excuse me (to attract attention)

Sunden

point between the eyes

Tanden

lower abdomen

Tate

upright, vertical

Tate ichi mon ji

vertical line

Tate kudasai

stand upright please

Te

hand

Tekubi

wrist

Te no uchi

inside the hand/palm

Tsumasaki

tips of the toes

Uchi

inside

Ude

arm

Ue

up

Ura

inside, back side
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Ushiro

behind

Wakarimasen

I don't understand

Wakarimasu

I understand

Warui

bad

Yatte mimasu

I will try

Yawarakaku

softly

Yoi

good

Yoko

flat, horizontal, to the side

Yoko ichi mon ji

horizontal line

Yokomen

upper side part of head

Yubi

finger, toe

Yukkuri

slow
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Do You Speak the Language of Swords?
The following is an excerpt from the Sensei's Sword (thesenseissword.com)
In order to understand the detailed recommendations that follow, it's important to be familiar with
the correct terms used to describe a Japanese sword. It's also important to understand the
mountings of a Japanese sword. These fittings are known as koshirae – a term derived from the verb
koshiraeru (拵える), which is no longer used in speech. A more accurate word is tōsō (刀装),
meaning "sword-furniture", whereas tōsōgu (刀装具) is a less-specific term for parts of the
mounting.
Again, there are many fine books dedicated to just the blades, just the fittings, and even just specific
types of fittings! There is a wonderful depth and variety of information available on Japanese swords
and I encourage any serious student of the sword arts to study these with relish.
In the first part of this discussion, I'll provide you with labelled diagrams of the Japanese katana (a
specific type of Japanese sword) blade itself, and list the various aspects with a brief explanation of
each. This will then be followed by an introduction to the koshirae and their role in the Japanese
sword arts.
Images courtesy of
http://yakiba.com/welcome.htm
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As you can see there's a terrific amount to study. What is even more interesting is that nearly every
part of the Japanese blade above has different shapes, classifications and styles depending on the
type of blade, period of manufacture and maker. It's a remarkable if complex study.
And it has great bearing and importance as each ryū (martial arts school) has different requirements,
and again, as we'll see, these requirements change over the course of time and with different
headmasters.
As such it's important to have a fair degree of familiarity with these different terms. To help I've
produced a quick alphabetical list. Please note this is a very minimal run-through – there are whole
books written on nearly every individual aspect I'll touch on below.
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Bohi: A long groove carved into the blade, often mistakenly referred to as a blood groove.
It's not. It's primarily designed to lighten the blade. It also causes the sword to whistle when
properly aligned. Some schools like them, many don't. We'll cover this in more detail later.
Bonji: Sanskrit characters carved into the blade evoking Buddhist deities.
Bōshi: Literally "cap", the hamon formed within the kissaki.
Fukura: The cutting edge of the kissaki.
Ha: The cutting edge of the blade.
Habaki: A small metal collar (often decorated) that buffers the tsuba and secures the blade
into the saya.
Habakimoto: The part of the blade that sits under the habaki.
Habuchi: The dividing line between the hamon and the ji, commonly called the nioi guchi.
Hacho: T he length of the cutting edge. See also: nagasa.
Hada: The steel skin and pattern of the blade, also called jihada.
Hamachi: The notch where the cutting edge of the blade begins.
Hamon: The crystalline structure which forms along the cutting edge of a blade as a result of
the hardening process. There are many different patterns of hamon and I'll look at these in
some detail later. Again many schools recommend a particular type and are wary of others.
Hawatari: See: nagasa.
Hi: A groove carved into the blade for decorative or weight-decreasing purposes. Some
schools recommend these, others don't. We'll examine both points of view later.
Horimono: Decorative blade carvings like bonji.
Ji: The surface area of the blade between the shinogi and the hamon.
Jihada: The surface area of the blade between the hamon and the shinogi. See also: hada.
Kaeri: The part of the bōshi that turns back towards the tang, along the mune.
Kasane: The thickness of the blade, again a crucial point for different styles and ryū.
Kissaki: The tip of the blade from the point to the yokote – there're lots of different types.
We'll discuss which are recommended for which style soon.
Koiguchi: The mouth of the saya, most often made from buffalo horn but some schools
prefer metal. This is another point to discuss later.
Koshinogi: The part of the shinogi that runs from the yokote to the tip in the kissaki.
Machi: The notches that mark the end of the mune, munemachi, and the end of the
hamachi.
Mei: T he signature or inscription on the tang.
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Mekugi: Often a bamboo peg used to secure the handle onto the tang. Some schools have
two, one of which is metal. The placement and how many used is another point for
discussion later.
Mekugi Ana: The hole in the tang where the mekugi is inserted.
Mihaba: The width of a blade: measured from the mune to the cutting edge and again a
specific recommendation in various schools. I'll show you more on this later.
Mitsukaido: The place where the shinogi meets the koshinogi and the yokote.
Monouchi: One third of the blade from the yokote towards the tang.
Mune: The back of the blade. This is another area of variation – you can have flat, or
diamond etc. and there are guidelines for each and reasons behind those choices, which
we'll examine shortly.
Nagasa: The blade length, measured from the tip to the munemachi. A crucial part of sword
selection! Get this wrong and your Iai will suffer. Specific schools have different advice to
calculate your blade length. I'll discuss these, and suggest my recommendations, later in the
book.
Nakago: The tang of a blade; the length of the tang dictates your grip. W
 e'll look at this in
detail shortly.
Nakago Jiri: The tip of the tang.
Nioi Guchi: The dividing line between the hamon and the ji.
Omote: The front side of the blade.
Sakihaba: Width of the blade at the yokote. Different blades and different schools dictate
which is right and wrong for you. Another point to consider...
Saya: Scabbard. The saya has many variations; each school has a preference, not just in
colour but also in how it's shaped. I'll examine these, and the role of the shogunate on this,
later.
Shinogi: The ridge line that runs from the yokote to the end of the nakago. Some ryū teach
you to block with the shinogi, and as such its selection and style is a point to consider before
purchase. I'll provide more detail later.
Shinogi Ji: The area between the shinogi and the mune.
Sori: The curvature of the blade. There are many types and it's another crucial aspect of
sword selection. If your blade is too curved, or not curved enough, then it won't work for the
style you practise. I'll give you the recommendations of masters later.
Sugata: The shape of the blade.
Tsuka: The hilt and there's a huge amount to explore here, which we'll cover in the section
on koshirae. Things to look out for here are the ito (wrap), ergonomics, menuki (ornaments)
and tsuba (sword guard). Each school has its preference and I'll go into great detail on these
aspects in a later section.
Ura: The back side of the blade.
Yakiba: The hardened area of the blade.
Yakihaba: The width of the yakiba.
Yokote: The dividing line between the kissaki and the body of the blade (mainly on
shinogi-zukuri swords) and a key consideration for martial artists. I'll touch on this in detail
later.
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As you can see, there are a lot of terms there to get familiar with, and as mentioned a great deal of
variation exists in each of these aspects. But we don't need to go into that level of detail in an
analysis of swords for their use by an individual ryū.

NOTES
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